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Few would-disigree that democracy means that citizens have

.

111

a right to make some decisions. Similarly would'one get Mae
.

argument if,one said that totalitarian goverment is based uppn

Y

the actions of someone in authority making all the decisions.

Yet it is curious that most teachers in AmeHca do not see

themselves as undemocratic when they,make all the choices for

their studen;ts in what or in how they will learn. , The majority
. ,

of activity in most classrooms in thfs nation is based up

some kind.of text, which js dgigned`to-be used with aWchildren,

north and south, east 4nd west, coast to.coagt. By the very

_natui'e of a text, children may not be allowed'to make any deci-

siOo. Why are teachers so convinced th4t pupils are not wise

enough to have any,choices in their learning? that is a good

question: 0:

There are at least three answers tp this.question. "The /

first has to do with the value of texts. -As far as the res arch
4.

goes,,there is little;to justify this faith. In a recent rticle

in the Baltimore f.un entitled "School BooksAre Peddled L ke

Autos." -Mike Bowlerddcscribes some surprising'practice

(

1
Mike Bowler, "Selling the 3 R's", Baltimore, Mar lend,

The Sunday Sun, October 3, 1976, Section A.

that
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should give 'pause to teachers. Yet, somehoW, most te4chers

honestly believe that texts have afl the answers. If one should

depart from text material, something, heaven forbid!, Aight be

left put.
2

A second answen might be found in the always latent fear

that allowingany kind Of choice woul-cl mean that the class wOu141
h f

get out of control: Children eannot bd trusted to do what ii

,-best. This point4is rooted'in the concept of Origical Sin.

Evil lies in every child's heart unless watched and controlled

and made to behave!
,

, A third answer it's to be found in the denial by. teachers4

that they could 00SWLY be a force that is undemocratic. Even°.

those teachers who say'--,:"You are Ilarned right I use those p

texts. I decide what is'good for my pupils.",Will admit to

the fact trlat_they,allow nO choice in their classes.. But they

,insist their own perSonal tntegrity ts So overpowerinb that it

. doesn't motter:

LEARNING DEMOCRATIC VALUES

<

So cOldren will come out of their years in school believing'

in democraq liecause they are TOLD to believe in democracy.

Well, maybe they do and maybe they don't. Maybe there is enough

truth in the personal democraticleliefs in teaChers. to insure.

that totalitarian forces will be held at bay in,this nation.

Personally, %hough, I can't helP but wonder why so many citizens ,

don"t vote? When cltd that start? If genuine choides d been
'40
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part of their living since their earlyhood, as my friend ,once
.

.

called it,,Would not thers be more of a eush to the polls? Why

aid a'Watergate get so Tar along before the system began to

Woulti teachers, as a large body of.citizens, grant that

demochtic values could be developed from the earliest of prè-
L.

school days? Would teachers..grant that we have nothing to lose

by allowing decision making activities early on to,promote faitht

belief, and'unaerstanding as to what the'velues'of Our way of

AA:
governing-0 ell abolit. If you would agree that democracy is a

% ,

matter of decision making prerogatives,among the governed then
.

the.use of textbooks which do oot allow.any 'such prerogetives .

must bp viewed as anti-democratic. Do teachers really believe

that telling about democeacy teaches it?

LAISSEZ-FAIRE NOT DEMOCRACY

Unfortunately, this rings alarm bells in most teachees'.

minas. ti?

An alarm that reads like this: "Oh, you just want the

little darlings tO dd what they please." Ah, no. Doing what

ohe pleases is anarchy, and.even the most ignorant of teachers

knows that at whatever chst, there must bg order, there must be

sjistem. A class)annoi. yet out of hand'. There is no panic ip
. .

a teacher's breast greater than that panic that occur's when a'

class gets out of control. This is true the world around.

If you would grant Me that allowing, students toJhave some
N.

kind of role in deciding what they are to learn and in what way,

-

4
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theq, it.seems -to me, that you must listdn to how to use those

teAching strategies that are essentialiy democratic in nature.

in.the teaching Of reading, this is the use of the language.
.

A
experience apOroach in the beginning, and a self7se1ection or

individualized approach aiter pupils are able to read books.
t.

Far from being laissez faire, these approaches are highly

-organized, systematic,.oi.dei-iy, and have the added virtue Of

being exhilarating, exciting, and easy to c&crY put. -The're-'

search picture is giving commercial program publishers nightma,

mares. ,Childfen being taught these ways read more, r:ead,better,

*. feel better'about themSelves, anceview reading with markedly.

higher enthusiasm. -If you'would agree that' democracy isa:matter

of decision by those who are ruled, and that totalitarianism it^

a matter of allowing no decitiOos.,then you must use those

practices that putt your modey where your mouth'is.

- TEXTS MUST BE TAUGHT. WRINSICALLY

ThuS we come to the niSin theme of my. presentation, Texts

must be taugh; by an extrinsic method. There simple is no.other A

AllITO"'

'way. If a text intended for aT1 children is to be uted, a teacher

must resort to a Sesame Street type Of cheer leading or enter-

tainmerA to convince pupils that the text,is the greatestthing

since ice cream. NO decislon making prerogative can be toler-

afed. SO te-aching b text means tPaching extrinsically. "And

thus extrinsic becomes the dirty word.
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On'the otheri.hand if the language experience approach'is
. 4 9 %

used, the teacher'Uses the inner spontaneous speech of children

'Ae
and turnsit into material by Aihidli literaoy is _gained. In

. .

individualiied reading, pupils ire taught:to select a "just right"
.

book by means of the Rule of Thumb, and.ty means.of that'decision,

interesting material is used to gain the ability to eead and

write. Thus Intrinsic becomes theoblden word. It becdmes,.I'

suggest, the limest way to help children movf into that glorious
7 ,

state f-befng where books, and stories, and other arts of a
...,

- .

civiliz d society,areleloved and desirable.
)-

Whit it boils.down-to, I think, is for yoa to\decide whether
, .

. . .

. -
.

motivatiOn is a matter of :inner life or a matter of entertainment
/

by someone Qn the outside'. chat is motivatioq anyway? Where

does it come from? Inside out?. Or Qutside tn?

.

Perhaps I wilF be morelelpful if Itake time to\desc6be
1

how 0 move into such int.rinsically based activities. \,1-low does

.one teachwhen one has no texts?. How do ohildrenlearn to read

words ithout drillT .,How is.it that rather than ;,learning Words

INTRINS C 1TEACHING

4

'inorder to read, one reads in order to learn words? It is not'.

:that hard to do. 'Follow my.logicand.practice my suggestions

an71 you Will see foryour self that,no planned, sequentiarmater-

no.texts, no -Ccilmercial programs are.needed at all. It'is

surprising that while so many of us'have known how' td dp,this
.

for years -and years,' most feathers graduate frph iheir'training

6
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with a complete blank in these approaches: Why the language

experience approach and.indiddualized r6ding has been given

7

short shrift in teacher training 14 another Aory, but'ia the
% ,

time and space iillotted to me let me fill in as many of these

omissions as I can.

BEGINNING READING A'

First, beginning reading muSt be!Acognized as dOginating
, . , ft

with TALK. Yes, talk, conversation, Sylvia.Ashton WarKer says

it. "The conversation has tb be got."2 THE putlocK REpRT, a

superb governmentAocument from England.says the same thing by..

a
naming its survey LANGUAGE FOR LIFE: .. In its pages it states:

convertatiotOS the foundation'upon which all else

;rests.", 9

Anotherquote from this fine report 'underlines my,state-

,
ment about the non-laissez-fatre nature of thedanguage expe'r-

ieRce approach.4 .1 quote:

"(i) All genuine learning i,-volves Aiscovery,
and it is as ridiculoUL to suppose that
-teaching. Oegins and'ends with -'instruction'
as ft is to suppose that 'learning by
discovery'means'leaving children to their
own resources;

2
Sylvia Ashton Warner,.TEACHER, New York,'Simon and Schuster,

1963, p. 35:. .

c.

3Sir Afan4Bu1lock, LANGUAGE FOR LIFE, Her Majesty's Stat"ion-
ery Office, London: 1975, p. 64.

, 4
Bullock, op.cit., p. 50.



(ii) languageis am heuristic function;.that'
4is to sa a chilli can learn by talking
and writ ng as ceetainly as hp can be'
listenin and Tea,ding;

.

(iii) to emol it the process of discovery
'througWlanguage in all iti uses is
theAnrest means of enabling a child .

te *stet' his mother tongue."(4.10)
t

.*.
i)

COMPONENTS OF. BEGINNING READING-'

There are, I believe, five elements to the teaching o

beginning,reading. These can be used as a foundition upon

which literally hundreds of daily initeuCtional activities

can
,
be based. These five might even be considered brfdge-

eads,-or mile stones, although they'have no eequired sequence,

and cari be, and should$e,,all mixed up. Thty are:

I..EXPUIENCE CHARTS or TEACHER-PUPIL DICTATION

II. KEY VOCABULARY

III. THE ALPHABET

.IV. WRITING

-V. -GOOD LITERATURE.

These just scratch.the'surface. Ifyou would get t'IOld

of teachers books by R. V. AlTen5, Russell Stauffer6 'BUil"ock7,
. .

\,.

5
R. V. Allen, LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE LN COMMUNICATION, Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1976.

6Russell Go Stauffer, THE LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE APPRO4,H-TO.
READING, New York: Harper and Row, 1970. (±.

,
7-Ibid. -Bullock. ,

-



Alice,Yardley8, and my own9 you would have sOmany ideaS t

try that wouldlast you for years and years:

How does a teacher proceed When using these five aspects

. .

of reading? How does ;loch a classroom work?

.KEy VOCABULARY AND THE ALPHABET 4I .

8

0

'FirSt, clasSooeorganiziltion of getting-the conversation)

started must be set up. In short, children must be trained,

and that is the Word, to take turns: The teacher encites

thought and spontaneous spoken language but insists that no

one Monopolize the spotlight. It can be done while maintain-
.

ing a well behaved and orderly class. For the Key Voca'bulary,
,

eadkchild can come to his tycher as.he comes into the room

in the morning. USually the excitement of such an inner word,.

so expressive of deep underb;ing emotions, is pent up. The

0'
child whispers in the ear-of his:teacher who prints it large

on -"tough little cards"10 which are usually then subjected to

theliArd wear.of a possessive owner. 'As each letter is printed

thechild calls it.out, and the teachei. connects the letter

4'

8A1ice'Yardley, EXPLORATION AND LANGUA6E, New York:
Citation, 197S.

9sfeannette Veatch, et al., KEY WORDS TO READING, Columbus,
Ohio: C. E. Merri1l,"1973.

10Ashton-Wrner, 'op.cit.,'p. 36.

6
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with the alphabet posted ép. level (not on the top of the

/

wall). Thereli simply no faSter way to eliminate the rbtè

l5arning of the alphabet and to put its letters on.a one-to-

one basis. ^Nevermore will the "eleMeno" be a problem, that

is, thOt children lot realizing that "L" ond ."ftr.and '"N" and

"0" are separate letters.

These Key Words are tne geginning of literacy. They ore
4

intriffsic. .They are Olden in their ability.to Kelp"a learner

,come to the miracle that must occur no matter how reading iS

taught, the miracle of N've got words in my head!". Yet this

is not the only way inner words can be used as instructional

material .

TEACHER PUPIL DICTATION

Teachel-pupil dictation, the well-known, ifibadly misc.

,

understood,. experience,charis, are part'of daily school life:\

If the one by, one whispering of t!'e Key Word in the teacher's

ear is not possible beOuse orbus schedules,or whatever a.
, .

rjsmatl group of-eight or ten'children can receive their words,

while the rest 0 the class,is kept bus), of learning centers.

But as to wboe class dictation; nothinTsurpasses the record,.
7

ing of spontaneous language fbr reading:-and:writing instr6c...

tion. As you can see, a major teachrectsion is,whOt should

be taught or accomplished on an individual basis, what on a group

basis, arld what on a whole class'ibasis. Each of us has our



own ides, but, I feel that the daily news, or experienceochart,
A

is best developed when all aise sitting togethef ih froyt of the

1

teacher.

The teacherisays something 1.ike thi:

"WhaC has happened in Aur world since ltst night

thq we should put in our news toloy?"

If done right, several children will \offer bona.fide news

items important to each. hese become tivics that, after all

' are suggested, are-expanded andwritten, down by, the teacher.

Of course, some kind of"editing is needed, as a verbal group

of childrenand they have to be TRAINEO not be verbal--will

bubble like butter,on hot toast. So the teacher writes about

five or so topics in sentences before'them all. These are

later transcribed for posting on the wall so that the wgrds .

phrases, and sentences are preserved as resource material for

needed-spelling words, or.what have you. Five days a week

. this.is done ant become the/basis, without destroying the

enthusiasn now, for much:learning of phonics, punctuation,

spelltng and the like.
e

WRITING

r

While all of this is 'going on, children see the nature of

words of. letters of the alphabet and books. What.s been
.ii

dictated becomeefertiie source"of stories. As' Bullck wrote,"

IBullock, op.cit, p.63-64.
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o
'There is nolack of ttlings tp write about.
Yoting children0will'wrtte about their homes

famllies, and their pets and other

A
aniWils,,and.the highlights.of their day-to-
day experience. Theyswill write'about a
f0040-11 match, a street accident; a snow
fll br a.thunder ttorm, a visit to hospital....
(and),stories tin fantasy themes involving witches,

or bandits, ghbsts or gunmen....Thus.writing
serves thea-to give expression to their 0Wn
versions 0 what isa-nri toocreate fascinating
alternativesTrierms of what might be....To
begin to write i0 to 'nit to a new; Use those
linguistic resources that have sbfar *601
develbped entirely by speakifig and littening:...'!

0

c.

In this cOntry it,seems AO me weliave based our early

literacy inStruction on reading !per,sc Thus we ,have used

/spoken language and:writing very indffctivel)P. Most,American

teachers are jOlted when.told that pglish ehlldren write MURE

than they read. Pethaps,there showld be, a balance. _But it

is clear from fhe natiana4,assessments ndw available that our

1 .

/ schobling is'not doing rightly writing.

4

USING GOOD-LITERAT6RE

,
The final aspect of beginning reading,,indeed, reading

at ANY age or difficuity'level,mustl'include the best of pub-
,

.liihed bookS.v:ttle trade books- Children and older folk, as
. .41

Tound, dven.at the college levet, eqoy end benefit by being

read to. HOw Could Vittlechildren understand what a book is

unless he can see it,,touch`it, hear it, and early on AKE

ONE.OF HIS QWN? ,The riches of our western world are to be

found in ourArade bboks. They should be part of the,daily

life of all classes.

12
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(MOVIININTO'SELFSELCAON
/ .

sliradually then, over the monthi", children begin to move

from speech to writing to-reading, from their own books into

1P
published books, . As the skills of literacy'are gained, thtl-

dren begin to read from books Of tleir own choice. And through

of their charges.'
.those choten.books, teachers are able to improve their readingit

,

How*Can this be,..done?

IODEP.ENDENT.CNTERS

Independent centers for assigned or Self-acceptedHearnthg

1

, are needed for "seat work.".-SoniehoW therest of the,class must

,

be kept busy while the teacher works with indiv,iduals and

,groups. .These centers need gftund rules scv that a.quiet,

-working, crderly busy room is a lact of 'classroom life. Some

centers are:

'The Book Crfer--Where all.the books are kept.

The Qritingtenter--where all mdnner of writing

supplies, and provocative ideas are to be found.

The Audio Center--where tapes can lie made, and tapes-
,can be lisOed

The Science Center--where experiments can be car'ried

out and,recorded.

The'Social Studies Centerwhere learnings in the

humanities are drAmatiOd-in various ways.

,

I
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The,Arts Centerwhere color, and sape and texture
,

. .

.are eroul&yed th promote beauty....:

'And Ilay more caA 1.3e 'organized--; f ?

'70
But the first task of the 'reading pe,d-:-ai 1,--inentioned

earlier is selecting.a book bythe Rule of Thumb, a simple,

cost free way of deciding tht a book'is just right by using

one's.hand tofittablish that no more 'than five words, one.for

each finger, As unknoWn to the.reader. Children can be trained

to use this simple rule with nojeacher present.. If they err

in sofchooSing, that re'veals itself dUring the teacher-pupil

indiyidual conference.

RECORD KEEPING'

.)
Keeping records i a double proc'ess. The child records

,picks uft
each yook heOrkes,in his notebook. The teacher has a couple

of pages in the teacher's notebook for each child. Together

these jottings are a great help when that awful time, that

report card tt1W-,--ceMes around.

THE INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE

But let us describe theone-to-one conference. This is-

one of the most-popular aditivities that.I haV'e known during ,

my entire career. i ispect the reason is that it -1., a highly
. .

.

. ,

personal, and private affair. Teachers tell me "I',get to.know
t,

r a ' '

my childrenSO much.better..u. And indeed,thq do as a good -

14
'4
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conference gets into the Oersopdl reasons of why books are chosen.

What Memories.do they,bing to the readey? How,does OR book

affect his thinking about, his world and its problbms? How well

. .

can he read aloud to charm an audience? How mUch does he love-

reading?
f

I feel there are four areas to be examined in the indivi-

dual teacher-puPil conTerence. Rather than the wooden, teacher-

manual dictated questionS of "Fihd the line where.the cat went'

up,the tree,"'and the like, I would vant teachers to think up

their own questions that fit the child, the book, and the setting.

First, a child'should be made'to feel that his book is

connected to him personall. "Why.did you choOse this-book?"

,is a fine opening question whether or not the teacner ever saw

the *book before. Then perhaps, 'What kind of a story is it?".
,

would begin to develop the understandihg of the child of what

he has read..

A second area to be explored is the basic.meaning, the

general idea., the main idea of the.story. Does the reader

really'see.and understand for example. that "Where the Wild

Things Are'
,12

is sheer fantasy? Getting the main idea And
A

becoming personally ihvolved with a book is the gool of all

reading, is it not? And this is the thrustof these two areas

for questio ing.
Summing Up Individualized Reading

A thir area deals with sm.;Al 0(litty-gritty errors. Vocab--,

yary development is a natural even if the child eaily undei---

%

12Maurice Sendak, New yyk: Harper and Row, 1962.

15



stands he story but doe.not know ail the words. COpyright

dates, Indexes (although I perso ally think it is asier,

more fun and faster to teach al habetical order, inde4ing,

with request time in music p iod.)

, the final'part of eac individual teacher-pupil conference.

15

ch.

is the gtory road,fhat i, reading atOud to charm some audience.

What audience7 Maybe the acher alone. But sometimes.the skill

of oral reacitny is such that all nearby pupils fift their heads
/-

hearithe story. Of all the,practices in teaching reading ,

Amerioen teachers are worst at teaching oral reading. Vast

numtker al.low, (Rrobably being grateful the reader knows all

the words) the wooden, halting, word-calling voice tone: Too

long a lost art, the magic'of listening to a'story.read aloud

cOmes into its own in these conferences.'

GROUP TEAGHING
-,tr"

Some people think that because the name of this approach

is Individualized-Reading that never a group is set up.

Nonsense! A teacher is stupid indeed to teach the same thing a

to one child ifter another when they each have the same problem.
1,

Groups are organized on,tasks that need to be accomplished.
!\

r

Skills tqat need 'to-teAained, and goals thal need'W be reached,,
1

.
Thus you have a.too,brief description of the ailproach

called individualized reading: 'There are many authors besides
:'

I .
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mylelf that have written about it..13 Barbe, Burrows, Howes,

Duker are a few. Those well known in reading who do not write.

about it with understanding seem to me to be those'1Who are

confused a6out.this*Treat dilemma:in our world; the difference

between extrinic and intrinsic. The difference between inner

Motivation'and outside.motivation that needs Cheerleading,

force or bribery to makelearning possible. The teaching of

Pia4et tells us operational Oinking must be waited for: matura-

tianally. It cannot be imposed ahead of its natural time. Of

all the names in ouredrld of education, Piaget, to me stands

the clearet for inner direr-had patterns. for intrinsic learning.
Dewey, of course, will reign supreme fur the foreseeable future.

.

wMh this word picture of clvses, that-1 have.de5cribed,.

hopefully in mirid, let,me discuss further some "aspects of my

thesis.

13Wa1ter B.,13_gbe, EDUCATOWS,GUIDE TO PERSONALIZED-READ7
ING; EngleWood Cliffs, N, J.: Prentice Hall, 1961.

. .

Walter B. *rbe and Jerry L. Abbott,,PERSONALID READ-
ING INSTRUCTION, West Nyack, N. Y.: Parker, 1975. :

0 . .

I

Alvina Burrows, TEACHING CHILDREN _IN THE MID4E GRADES,
&Won: D. C. Heath, 1952.

,Sam DUker, INDIVIDUALIZED READING:, READINGS, Metuchin,
N. J.: Scarecrow Press, 1969.

'Virgil M. Hizrlz Helen F. Darrow, READING AND THE
EgMENTARY SCHOOL, 'kirk: .Macmillan', 1968.- /

May Lazar, PRACTICAL GUID,E 70 INDIVIDUALIZED'READING1,1
. ,

-.Brooklyn Board of Educattori, 110 Livingston Street, Publication
440,-1960.

r / ,

6'11 PoVey and Jeanne Fryer, PER5ONAIIZE READING, Encino,
California Internatioriak Center' fdr Education Development, 1972.

, -

1 7
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Teacher texts are full of something called curriculum

development. What, too many mean-by that, in my opinion, is

the development of content td.be taught, to be imposed, if you
4N

Will, upon hapless pupils. What are alte natives? The develop-.

ment of PROCESS by which content is acqutr d: GO back to the
,

Key Voca/Orliary. It is a strategy. It is a process. And thru

, .
. ,

it,.as our research has.shown, enormous amounts of skills, yes,
, .

skills, and other learnings are acquired. Instructionfusing

,

, ,

Key VOCabulary is not..canned thrusting down the throafpf \

pre-determined words.- -In-this aCtivity what words come are

leit unknown to even the child until he says.them.

Why do teacher:s worry that if they db not,know exaCtLY

what words will be needed.to be spelled, or recognized iiirrread-

\.ing? If there is enough writing, spelling of all words .takes

place. And this spe1110-As,not done by memory (such as advo-
.

-,

.),..'
cated implicitlyby the teaching of dreadful lists and lists and lists of

words) but by the logic of'writing7down the letters you hear,

so.thatlll that h&S to be memoriZed arc those letters or

phonemes that cannot be ireard or' have a kind of*irk that. is

unusual.

Why do teachers worcy;when childrgn read a book 4 day

4. that the teacher has not chosen, when children under such a

regime become lyrical(with delight at being ALLOWfD Cojiad

;

books of their choice, and are more athenable stricturet- of,
4.
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teaching thiS6-.bnd that skill that is obviously necessary. So,

if there is enough readin4, the 'ability to read takes off like

a sky rocket, ind you can depend on that, for the research
.(r

-verifies what I say.

Oh, ye of so little 'faith, so convin' d that learning is

a painful chore to be born with gritted teeth on horrible

Mondays, take heart. Tis not so: Is teaching somet*g to be

done 'TO a child? Or is it setzing a situation in which your-

guidance is needed for steerLg towards the Star Trek of education?

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

'Are bellavioral objectives really, behavioral or are they

tricky wby in which an administration can disciplige. teacheA

IA
that canAbe cntrolled.by.the superintendent? Are behaviOrar

objectives just teeny, itty.bitty.lesson plans that must be :

, n

taught, one by *ear one, day in and dby out until the

teacherhaOpilx.can e tha field of:teachingrrand do Something_
\

u .

else for a. Jiving?. Do teacherS,need candy gamesandtricks.
.13y, candy'or-other rewards

for keeOng ORDER? Or dd:teachers Use worksheets, and,.1 rijse .

...

. . .

,

the guilt of the-obedient cAildren to get them done?

Does nestery 'mean' drill If so, I would ask,..whve drill?

.How about a child who is furi us because he cannot write his

mother how much he loves,her ecause Lone will 'help with the

words? They areh't in that week's lesson Mastery of number,

could conceivably make all advdt;. fnasteri rather than slaves

of their checkbooks: .Yet the role of drill has been miser4b1Y

-
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conceived arid almost without exception, exfrinsic il-rnature.

But, as Bowler has found but, teachers get nftvous, or is

it tired?, nof knowing exactly:what inust be tagght on ,MOnday,

on Tuesday, on Wednesday% and each hou'r of all the days, of the.

week.-

ACTIVITY BEFORE CHECK -OFF

Why h it not- o6turred to enough teachers that the lists

of behavio al objecttves can be set up as a series of check

offs? Then ac,Ovitie of,teacher pdpil dictatfon, of creative

-,writing, of hands-on science .exploration, and thousands of

other heady learning expérienco can be carried- out. Once a

week the teacher then-checks 'off what thb class, and with
4

modicum of; inclividual check sheets, can go down the t:ister of

what has been done.' Yhen sUch lists recede to where they belong.
".

Activitiecomefirst.
.

't

Yet, teachers see these pages and pages of objectives,

sent out 'by state departments; by commercial iblisherz. How

vionderfuT they say. So ORDERLY, If I but teach every itty

- bitty one my children will REALLY know everything thereiis to

know. Alas., it is not to. Soon *gill the more :reberlious

dren raise up in wrath. DISCIPLINE must be maintained. At

what'a cost: At what a cDst '

Stv-the p9litical trap has been sprung./ Content_niust be

imposed. .-With force, With Teeth mO/t be gisitted. Hatred,

of schools briDg_abbut these new 4readful ugly windowless
:f

schools.

,ty
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No.longer do we dare build .ErThools. where the.outdoork can

. be seen from the inside. I is too expensive to replce panes

of glass, broken by children'who hate school and who know are.

hated by their teachers, andeasily acquire the.habit of hat-
,

ing learning.eReplacing.that hatred wiiyh the love of schools

the love of learning, the "You-are-the-best-teacher-in- the-

I.

whole world" kind of notes, is possible when we accept the

human factor.. No machines that replace human'teadhers., only

machines that-help human teachets-- like tape recorders and

typewriters,These makel.earning and the places of learning

more beloved. Do' teachers really need more examples of,how

antagonistic children are tc; the the eduCational situation?

Spore frOnt school's? Vandalism?-I think that teeTling from
,

an extrinsic base-- by force-- by igr-i)ring the personal needs
.

is what is wrong.

of individual chi1dre9A Mastery by drill is sheer insanitye

.

and will-be diopped eventUally.

Al teachers can remember their first week of teaching.'.
.

Excitement. Butterflies in the stomach. Hopei Enthusiasm. Then

what happens. A lot of things, but I think mostly that teachers

find out that:all the texts with magic answers simply do not

work, and thkkr training was a travesty on,the terniprepara-

tiOn. Teachersjind:out that just "being nice to 4Alpils 4Rt
,

enough. So they begin to pound away at making children learn.
4

ThuMpl. Thump!
,*

Extrinsic learnika and teachin ok. 1,.ts Of it.
.

4 4
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Being nice to pupils doesnq wuric, /hey say. Most first graders

are sullen third graders. What happened?

What happened is the subject of this paper. . Intrinsic

learning iS not understood. It is thbught to be laissez=faire.

Totalitarian philosofty-ts. not-i concern of teaders in this
. .

n'ation. They don't recognize that all imposed extrinsiC learn-
.

ing is .fundamentally totalitarian in nature% ,Those that are a

mite uncomfort4ble Uy dragging their charges through endless ,

lessons, 'objectives, worksheets and textS, day in and day out,

veek in and week out, consoilethemselves "Bui I am not "A total,
/ .

am democratic. So.,$ven #f_I teach in extrinsic way's:

.it won't matter. .ft( children wili learn not:by what I say but

hoW aM." This is the way to political .health?

As for the educatignal publ,fshers, as Bowlel-'"cloarly shows,

the on.ly thing that-matters isiwhat sells.. So the macter,of

.

extrinsiclearning and extninsic teaching becomes.a matter of

greed,and gold. The Kind Midas syndrome is ,hroughout the lod

of education. As enhower warned of the military-industrIal

complex, so I wouTd warn us all Of the edUcat9i:-publisher complex.

King Midas, after all; killed his child for gold. Extrinsic is

a dirty word.
0.

Tm
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TEACHERS ARE.THt ROPE;

This is a grim Picture. Is there no hope? Yes, I.do

beljevg so. Hope lies in the hands, as always, of teachers.

Shoul.d they each and everyone, 6elieve in. that wonderful old.,

-

, saying, Tro thine own self be tue,,and-ft shall follow, as

the night the day, Thou tanst Rot be false to aWman.".14 I

would substitute child.

Teachers must resist being told what text to use. What,.

/...
.

objectivei to follow. lbachers must read the many texts now
' r ,

available 6 learn how to teach intrinsicall --not missing

li
,

anything, as those old "progressive-ites" i the wilder of the
,

private schools did and still do. Laiss& faire isNOT teiching.
k

Entertaining children not teaching either but is a form of brain-
_

.

washing, an0 just one look at Sesame Street-and Eledtric Company

to see the best there is ir1 that field. Good entertainment, y/les, _but

.no chi1d,4in either progkam.,, ever Eas an original-idea of hip own.,

Teaching /From ideas.; and Checking off as you go--from your.

own list. Tralting children-by imprintinb on their ginds-- `

learnings from a Iext or a list, only sets thOse'minds in cement.,

One,fias to but teach a-class that,has never been asked,to do
.

other than repeat what is in the manual, to observe gement-minded

children.

There is hope in that state wide adoption'of texti.are less-

ening. .A's Bowler reports, it is now down to twenty-two out,of the

4

m. Shakespeare, Hamlet, Actl, Scene , Line.75.
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,not jusi raciali

fifty state. Sheer complaiflingpy minority groups of all-kinds

hasten.this development. A .

wil
I/1

lif.serious concern
4

is that teachers .

will mdver learn how to respect their children as human beings,
p.

and will only'use strategies more applicable to a machine.

They will "turn children on." -They will "turn children Off"

I think Philip W. Jackson in his profound lgtle book THE'TEACHER

AND THE MACHINE15 puts it well, when,he warns that the threat is

never simply from the technology, that is the machines themselves,

but the threat lies in the fact that some teachers are capable -

. °
of treating children as if they were machines, That is the source t.

of worry. It is nol intrinsic in character. That is what must

be changed. Whinei caiLt think.

'., The change in reading practicet, I feel must be towards
N

thote approacT that. depend upori the inner resources of the
.. .5

_ . .

, .

learner. The Language-Experience Approach, Individualiied head-

.i. ing are'well supported by research studies galore. Not only

do they follow basically ound political and social,patterns

for our society, they are heady and-alive with the joys of teach-,

ing. They present orderly, organized, systemetic,Oayt of pro-

, ducing a civilization. A civilization May it be noted is based

upon beauty of lit ratur Groups of humans living together

a
do not guarantee civiltzed-society. Those riuman beings who

love ideas, who Ahink wide1y1 and who deveJop fiom within Ao

3.

15Philip W. Jackson. The Teacher and the Machine. Pitts-

burgh: University of Pittsburgh Press. HoraC'e Mann Lecture,

1967.
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guarantee a ttvilized world. So intirnsic,beces the golden

word, the hope of our futbre, and a,necessity for our,way of

life.

t.
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